
Canadian iGEM Newsletter 
University of Calgary & Queen's University Collaboration

Thank you for taking the time to read the June 2022 edition of the Canadian
iGEM Newsletter! iGEM is an international genetic engineering competition that
encourages interdisciplinary cooperation within and between institutions.  

The University of Calgary and Queen's University teams have created this
newsletter to bridge communication between Canadian teams.

Special thanks to all of the teams that made this project possible! 

Hello Everyone!

International Genetically Engineered Machine
University of Calgary 
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igemcalgary@ucalgary.ca
qgem@engsoc.queensu.ca
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The Lethbridge High School iGEM Team is
developing “Dia-Beatable” as an alternative
treatment for Type 1 Diabetes. The goal of “Dia-
Beatable” is to create a glucose-dependent self-
amplifying mRNA complex that codes for the
human insulin gene. The self-amplifying mRNA
would be delivered to the body through
monthly injections, an improvement from the 4
to 5 daily insulin injections currently available.

Lethbridge High School 
Dia-Beatable

lethbridgehsigem@gmail.com

Once in the cytoplasm, the self-amplifying mRNA uses an insulin
sequence to mimic the natural processes that alphaviruses carry out
to create substantial amounts of subgenomic RNA encoded to
produce viral structural proteins such as insulin. Self-amplifying
mRNA codes for non-structural proteins within its sense strand to
create a complementary negative-sense strand. This complementary
strand is used as a template to produce copies of the original
sequence, therefore amplifying the sequence to increase the
quantity of the target mRNA - insulin - and increase the stability
period of the mRNA in the cells. The team aims to develop a glucose
riboswitch in order to make their construct responsive to blood
glucose levels. They further aim to create a glucose aptamer,
whereupon binding glucose, expression of any downstream genes,
including insulin, would be triggered. The benefits of “Dia-Beatable”
are the decreased costs of time and money for patients with Type 1
Diabetes. The team hopes to provide an alternative to branded
medicine which has been a significant factor in increased medical
expense. 
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Elevated temperatures are a global phenomenon that is one of
the hallmarks of climate change, and are increasingly prominent in
the world. Comprising 80% of the world’s calorie consumption,
common bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) is damaged by
temperatures outside of its comfort range of 15°C, decreasing 3-
4% in yield with every °C above this optimal. Current methods to
mitigate the effect of heat and subsequent drought stress on
agricultural crops mainly include adjustments in farming practices,
such as modified irrigation schedules. Additionally, transgenic
wheat is still in its infancy, with only one drought-resistant wheat
having been commercialized in Argentina. We therefore see an
opportunity to express genetic factors in response to heat stress
in wheat that will revert the molecular-level damaging effects of
heat stress while increasing yield, otherwise lost by increased
temperatures. As opposed to existing transgenic food sources,
our genetic factors will only be expressed when and where
required, reducing potential toxicity effects from long-term
overexpression and bias against continuous altered genetic
expression in foods. Our project would offer an alternative source
of common bread wheat to the public that will be more
sustainable due to 1) more safely ensured longevity during
summers by tolerating increased temperatures more efficiently
than other crops, and 2) saved resources that would otherwise be
lost in plant biomass through crop yield loss from heat. 

University of
British Columbia

Synaestivum

ubcigem@gmail.com 4



This year, our team decided to tackle a project
direction regarding MDD. We will primarily focus on
developing a biosensor as a tool used to provide aid in
assessing risks of MDD. Due to the many comorbidities
associated with depression, we are hoping to
contribute to provide a better solution and improve
the accuracy of assessing the risk of MDD among
individuals.

McMaster University
Tentative Title: A Tri-Sensing

Biological System for Major
Depressive Disorder 

igem@mcmaster.ca 5



UBC Okanagon
Life Bulb

ubco.igem@gmail.com

Our team has proposed an auto-bioluminescent cyanobacterial
lighting system using genetically modified Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803. More specifically, we are planning to integrate
several genes from the bioluminescent fungi Neothopanus
nambii into our organism. This alternative light source will offer
reduced brightness and a range of wavelength outputs to
reduce outdoor light pollution affecting wildlife. This can also
be integrated into the community through sustainable human
infrastructure like bus stops or the exterior of buildings. 

With that said, the primary goal of “Life Bulb” is to demonstrate
that synthetic biology is not only for scientists. We envision Life
Bulb as an educational tool marketed towards young people
for personal use, using our engineered lighting system as a
night light or lamp with instructions for care, as well as
information on GMOs and synthetic biology. 

Additionally, we intend to collaborate with local Indigenous
populations to bring more awareness to First Nation historical
and cultural heritage. We believe it is important to have their
perspective as Kelowna was founded on the traditional,
ancestral, and unceded territory of the Syilx-Okanagan people,
and our campus would not exist without this bond.
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A bacterial biosensor that hones in on and destroys sites of
Candida albicans infection using a density dependent toxin
release mechanism. We are using an E. coli that contains a
pathway responsive to a certain Candida molecule. Therefore
the toxin will only be produced in the presence of the
infection, hopefully. We have a few candidate toxins from
other bacterial species. Using a type 2S assembly method we
hope to stably integrate toxin - containing plasmids into the
E.coli host. There may be other genetic alterations required
for the host but this has yet to be determined.

University of Alberta
Claymore

ualbertaigem2022@gmail.com 7



Cyanobacteria can be found as a natural part of different bodies of water at
nearly undetectable levels. Their population has grown in recent years from
increased levels of phosphorus and nitrogen in water. This is most commonly
caused by fertilizer contaminated runoff from agricultural fields. Cyanobacteria
can cause surface blooms during the summer which cover large areas of water.
When the bloom decays in the fall, their decomposition requires lots of oxygen
possibly causing aquatic organisms to suffocate. Many types of cyanobacteria,
like Microcystis aeruginosa, produce toxins, such as microcystins. They can
impact humans using water for recreational purposes and livestock or other
animals drinking the water because they cause cellular damage to the liver, and
act as carcinogens. Current methods of treating cyanobacterial blooms include
copper sulfate, herbicides, or limiting fertilizer usage. However, copper sulfate
and herbicides also kill beneficial algae and can cause the release of microcystins
when lots of cyanobacteria are killed at once. Trying to regulate the total use of
fertilizers by everyone, especially farmers, is difficult as they are a necessary part
of agriculture. In our solution, we will deliver CRISPR-Cas13a into cyanobacteria
cells to control their numbers. We will use a phage–like particle (PLP) to
encapsulate the Cas13a and deliver it to cells. Our system is highly specific for
cyanobacteria, but not other organisms: CRISPR-Cas13 uses crRNA which is
designed to be complementary with a cyanobacteria cell-specific mRNA. For our
project, we have designed a crRNA that is complementary to the mcyH gene of
the microcystin gene cluster. Once the mRNA–crRNA interaction occurs, the
Cas13a enzyme will activate and cleave all surrounding target RNA within the cell,
resulting in cell death. Furthermore, we propose also delivering the enzyme mlrA
to cyanobacteria cells. MlrA inactivates harmful microcystin toxins contained
within cyanobacteria, mitigating their toxic effects in bodies of water. The
interactions of the mlrA enzyme and cyanotoxins are being examined by using
molecular dynamics computer simulations. Our model will inform our wet lab
studies by giving an accurate prediction of the stability and specificity of mlrA.
Through our combined approach of targeting both cyanobacteria cells and the
toxins they produce, our goal is to reduce the impact that blue-green algae has
on bodies of water in southern Alberta and around the world.

University of Lethbridge
CyaNoMore

uleth.igem@gmail.com 8



Our team is working on engineering cyanobacteria (EC) to
recycle fenitrothion which is an organophosphate pesticide.
Although it is used to protect various crops, it is also the reason
for a decrease in biodiversity in fresh water and soil. Moreover, it
has detrimental effects on human health. These are the reason
why we want to use engineered cyanobacteria as a
bioremediation technique. Bioremediation is the use of
organisms to decontaminate a polluted environment. However,
by creating this EC we are creating a GMO, this would mean that
the use of our EC could have potential unknown harmful effects.
In order to tackle this issue, we are developing a kill switch
system in our cyanobacteria in an effort to bio-contain it. To
allow further utilization, we want to implement our
cyanobacteria in water treatment plants and/or bio-farms. All in
all, we hope to use a bioremediation technique to reduce and
repurpose fenitrothion present in the environment, using
cyanobacteria and applying multiple safety measures that ensure
the sustainability and the biosecurity of the project for its real-
life implementation.

Concordia University
Fenitro

igemconcordiau@gmail.com 9



To minimize food waste and mitigate plastic use in fruit packaging,
we are are developing a bacterial cellulose (BC)-based, preservative
coating to prevent bruising, increase shelf life, and reduce plastic
waste. 
We will use recycled fruit waste as a sustainable carbon source to
grow our BC-producing bacteria, K.xylinus, with the goal of
increasing the quantity of BC produced as well as lowering the cost
of production in an environmentally friendly way. The project will
also involve production of Nisin, which is a bacteriocin that targets
gram-positive bacteria and fungi commonly contributing to fruit
damage and deterioration. To improve efficiency of our design, we
will also implement a co-culture to grow BC and produce nisin
simultaneously.

University of Calgary
Cellucoat

igemcalgary@ucalgary.ca

Upcoming Events
For the past three years, iGEM Calgary has hosted JulyGEM, an
international iGEM conference where teams from around the world
are invited to strengthen their projects, meet other teams, and hear
from our guest speakers. This year,  JulyGEM will take place virtually
from July 28th to 29th. We will host a pitch competition where
judges will give feedback to the participating teams about their
iGEM project. We will be sending emails soon to formally invite you.
Until then, feel free to mark the date!
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Our project this year consists of 2 components:  

First, we will be using a novel variation of PCR called
loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) PCR.
We are using this technique because it is carried out
a constant temperature, is quicker than conventional
PCR, and is generally easier for a civilian to use. We
will be creating a fusion protein between Bst
polymerase, the terminal protein region 2 (TPR2)
domain of 29 DNA polymerase, and a ssDNA-BP to
use in our LAMP PCR reaction to increase the
reaction's overall effectiveness.  Our fusion protein
will hopefully have better processivity, be able to
carry the reaction out at a lower temperature, and
allow for the reaction to occur more quickly.
Second, we will be creating an adjacent housing unit
that will cleanse the water of live, pathogenic
bacteria. We are designing a water bottle which acts
as a 2-in-1 water filter and kettle. This new device will
work to eliminate contaminants from water such as
e-coli and giardia by boiling the water, as well as
remove heavy metals with a filter built into the lid.

Together, our product can both detect and filter
pathogens from unsafe drinking water. We hope to
implement our device in Indigenous communities
across Canada to combat the Indigenous Drinking
Water Crisis.

Queen's University 
Project Name: TBD

a.mooring@queensu.ca 11



Queen's University x McGill Collab 

Upcoming Events
Queen's University, McGill University, and and Cornell
University iGEM teams have come together for a design
collaboration! We want to make an educational book to the
general public, featuring YOUR teams' favourite bacteria!
(You do not have to be utilizing bacteria in your project to
submit an entry) 

Please provide us with information on your team's favourite
bacterium, such as: 
What does it eat (metabolize)? 
Where does it live? 
Is it pathogenic? 
& Other fun facts! 

To take part in this global project, please fill out this form by
July 11th, 2022 : https://forms.gle/TC1gjcNXALyvF6Gj8 
The link can also be found in the Queen's and McGill
University's Instagram bios!

a.mooring@queensu.ca 12



Dyslipidemia is one of the leading risks for death in the world, and we
members of the McGill IGEM team aim to tackle this problem. High
cholesterol levels may be caused by diseases or unhealthy lifestyles and puts
one at risk of various cardiovascular diseases, like hypertension and stroke.
High cholesterol levels may be lowered by changing your diet, but dietary
intervention alone might not be effective for some. Why is that? It’s because
cholesterol is also naturally synthesized by your own liver. Currently, the only
way to reduce biosynthesis of cholesterol is using a class of medications
known as statins. 
Our project this year is to develop a probiotic that can prevent or reduce
cholesterol biosynthesis with minimal side effects. We seek to find a
mechanism of cholesterol degradation and harness it to create a drug that
can lower cholesterol levels. Our biggest inspiration is the bacterial strain E.
coprostanoligenes, originally found in hog sewage, because it can metabolize
cholesterol into coprostanol.
Currently, probiotics sold at the supermarket are not living up to their full
potential. Companies promise an improvement to gut health, but they do not
take into account how different one person's gut microbiome can be to
another. Therefore, the results of the probiotic on one's health can greatly
vary once the bacteria colonizes the gut of the individual. Enhanced
probiotics created through genetic engineering and synthetic biology
propose a solution to this problem, as they are made with a specific health
issue in mind. This opens up an entirely new avenue for drug development
and delivery, and has the potential to be applied to a multitude of other
diseases. We are very excited to be working on this project, and like all of
you, are looking forward to seeing it implemented to improve the lives of
others.

McGill University
Project Name TBD

igem.pharma@mcgill.ca 13



The invasive zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) pose
threats to many water bodies in North America and create
burden for local communities. Zebra mussels can clog up
water pipelines, damage infrastructure, and disrupt
ecosystems. Management and mitigation of these damages
pose a heavy burden on the economy. Zebra mussels were
first reported in Lake Winnipeg of Manitoba in October 2013
and were quickly designated as an aquatic invasive species
by the government of Manitoba. Many solutions have been
deployed, with the most notable being treating local water
bodies with liquid potash and chlorine. 

University of Manitoba
Smart Bio-based Device to Monitor and

Control Zebra Mussels in Lake Winnipeg
 

uofm.igem@umanitoba.ca

However, these solutions are only temporarily effective in small water bodies
and these bodies are quickly reinfested, as seen through efforts to
decontaminate harbours at lake Winnipeg by the Government of Manitoba.
The large size of Lake Winnipeg and constant influx of zebra mussels from
rivers pose significant challenges and render current technological approaches
from completely eradicating zebra mussels from Lake Winnipeg. Therefore,
there is a need for the development of novel solutions to constantly monitor
and control the population of zebra mussels. Furthermore, this novel solution
needs to be very specific with little to no damage to the environment for large
scale deployment. Our team aim to develop such technology through synthetic
biology. In particular, we aim to build a proof-of-concept for a smart bio-based
device that can lay dormant and express molluscicide to specifically target
zebra mussels only after the detection of zebra mussels in proximity. Our
project is comprised of two parts. Firstly, we explore methods to sense zebra
mussels through their characteristic effects on the chemistry of surrounding
water such as changes in concentrations of phosphate, nitrate, etc. Secondly,
we optimize the expression and secretion of certain molluscicide in our model
chassis. Finally, we will combine two parts to get a final bio-based device that
can express and secrete molluscicide only when zebra mussels are detected in
nearby water. Future development of our device will be determined based on
feedbacks from experts, professionals, and local end-users to ensure our device
is practical and environmentally friendly. 
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Our project this year is
tackling the demand for
marijuana. With recreational
marijuana increasing in
demand, it will become more
difficult to meet the
demands of medicinal
marijuana. Our project
hopes to solve this problem
through synthesizing the
main medicinal components
through yeast.

University of Waterloo
Project Name: TBD

 

uwigem@gmail.com

Upcoming Events

We hope to have a virtual call with other iGEM teams
from across the world to learn more about what
synthetic biology means to them! If you'd like to be part
of this event, please email us (@uwigem@gmail.com) or
DM us on Instagram (@waterloo.igem).
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The Mountain Pine Beetle (MPB) is a scourge in western Canadian forests.
The spread of this ravaging insect heavily impacts the province of British
Columbia, massively affecting the health of pine forests and having a
negative impact on the Canadian forest industry. Once settled on its target,
the MPB digs nesting galleries in the bark which ultimately lead to the death
of the tree. The current infestation has been ongoing since the 1990s and
has affected 18 million hectares of trees. Climate change in Canada has
made winters less harsh which makes it more favourable for the survival
and spreading of the insect. Currently, the MPB, that were mainly on the
western coast of Canada, are starting to progress towards the east, into
Alberta and Saskatchewan’s forests. This represents a major impact on the
health of pine and mixed forests across Canada which is a major problem
for both ecological and wildlife biodiversity. 
(-)trans-verbenol, the mating pheromone of the MBP, is produced by
chemical synthesis, but synthetic biology can provide a more sustainable
and cost efficient alternative. Therefore, our project aims to bioengineer
(-)trans-verbenol. We will use S. cerevisiae as a biosynthetic chassis for the
production of the pheromone. More specifically, we want to genetically
engineer a strain that would allow us to produce, extract, and purify the
pheromone for monitoring and prevention purposes. This system will allow
an exclusively acellular delivery system of the pheromone in the
environment, making our solution safe and respectful towards bioethical
standards. We plan for our pheromone solution to be used by conservancy
or forest protection non-profit organizations to detect early infestation by
MBP to be able to react quickly with a countermeasure.

Université Laval
PheroSynth

igem@bcm.ulaval.ca 16



Canadian iGEM Newsletter 
University of Calgary & Queen's University Collaboration

Thank you for taking the time to read the June 2022 edition of
the Canadian iGEM Newsletter! We will be reaching out to all
Canadians teams once again in July for more updates on their
project, events, and initiatives.  

Please feel free to contact other teams if you have
questions/comments about their project. Also, if you have any
questions or concerns regarding the publication of this
newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact the University of
Calgary or Queen's University iGEM teams.

Special thanks to all of the teams that made this project
possible and we are looking forward to next month's issue!

Thank you for reading!

International Genetically Engineered Machine
University of Calgary 
Queen's University 

igemcalgary@ucalgary.ca
qgem@engsoc.queensu.ca


